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Art instruction anyone can understand.

Learn how to draw and paint with clear, concise lessons and projects.
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POPULAR ART COURSES

Courses feature logically-sequenced, comprehensive video lessons and downloadable step by step ebooks.
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25 Days to Better Drawings


The core concepts to drawing, one day at a time.

10 Hours25 Lessons24 Ebooks
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Realistic Pencil Drawing


The foundations and techniques for creating realistic drawings with pencil.

5 Hours29 Lessons5 Ebooks
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The Colored Pencil Course


Learn how to produce professional quality colored pencil drawings.

5 Hours22 Lessons21 Ebooks
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The Oil Pastel Course


The foundations and techniques for drawing and "painting" with oil pastels.

4.5 Hours22 Lessons7 Ebooks
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The Secrets to Drawing


Learn drawing foundations while exploring a variety of drawing media and subjects.

5 Hours28 Lessons26 Ebooks
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The Watercolor Workshop


Learn the principles of painting with watercolor while exploring a variety of subjects.

4 Hours19 Lessons18 Ebooks
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The Pen and Ink Experience


Designed for beginners, this course lays the foundation required for success with pen and ink drawing.

2 Hours8 Lessons7 Ebooks
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The Acrylic Painting Academy


Learn the foundations of acrylic painting while exploring a variety of techniques and subjects.

4 Hours15 Lessons14 Ebooks












VIEW ALL COURSES 







INDIVIDUAL ART LESSONS
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Drawing Lessons
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Painting Lessons
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Art Lesson Plans
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Free Course Modules









Pencil (268)

Colored Pencils (197)

Ink (171)

Pastels (178)

Charcoal (100)

Watercolor (182)

Acrylics (99)

Oils (83)

Mixed Media (117)

Concepts (135)

Critique (463)










NEW LESSONS
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Soft Pastels vs. Oil Pastels


Learn the differences between soft pastels and oil pastels.
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Black Watercolor Paper


Create a painting of a flower on black watercolor paper.
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Snow Bird with Black and White Ink


Use black and white ink on gray paper to create a drawing of a bird. 
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Colored Pencils Plus - Module 2: Posca Markers with Colored Pencils


Create a drawing of avocados with Posca markers and colored pencils.


4 Lessons
MEMBERS

















POPULAR LESSON SERIES

Real-time art instruction from project start to finish. Lesson series are broadcast Live each week and recorded for replay.
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"Peony" with Colored Pencils


Create a drawing of a peony flower with colored pencils on Stonehenge paper. 

10 Hours10 Lessons
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"Rhino" with Graphite Pencils and Charcoal


Create a drawing of a wonderfully textured Rhinoceros on toned gray paper with graphite and white charcoal.


9 Hours9 Lessons
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"Candy" with Gouache Paints


Develop a representational painting of a bag of candy with gouache, also known as opaque watercolor.


9 Hours8 Lessons
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"Winter Landscape" with Acrylic Paints


Use acrylic paints to develop a painting of a winter scene on panel. 


9 Hours9 Lessons













VIEW ALL SERIES 










 Learn from ALL of our lessons. Members get every course, live lesson, ebook, critique, and lesson plan.

LEARN MORE
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  COMMENTS FROM OUR MEMBERS...

  "Amazing Online Experience"

         "This is without a doubt the most amazing online experience I have ever had. Matt is an excellent instructor and the videos are hands on, superbly paced, and perfectly executed. BRAVO !!!!" - Alexia

    "Exactly What I Needed" 

        "Hi Matt, I wanted to send you a quick thank you email. I reached out to you a while back regarding art school and I want you to know how much the personal response/video you made for me helped and directed me. With your guidance on portfolios and self direction I was able to finish your Watercolor Workshop, Colored Pencil Course, and start on the Oil Painting Mastery course. I easily created over 30 pieces and took your advice on breaking off from the videos and created my own pieces. I put together a very strong portfolio and sent off my applications almost 3 months before my expected deadline and already got accepted. I applied to The School of the Arts Institute of Chicago and not only got accepted but received a full scholarship & some more. So I'll start in this upcoming Fall. When I wanted to develop my drawing and art skills your videos were exactly what helped me do so. Your positive and motivational advice and expertise was a blessing and I want to thank you for being the type of person that you are and supporting people's dreams and passions. Your courses provide such a strong base to work off of and develop skills, I plan on using them as reference for the years to come. Thanks again Matt."- Maurice

        

    "First Rate" 

        "I'm compelled to let you know how impressed I am with your courses, not only as a new art and drawing student but as an individual with years of adult training experience. Your teaching mythology is just first rate. You tell them what they are going to be taught. You teach them. Finally, you tell them what they should have learned.  Most of your video modules that range around 12 - 20 minutes, just right in my opinion.  I find your voice cadence excellent.  You should be very proud of your accomplishments as a teacher as well as your artistic talent." - Ron

        

    "You've Changed My Life" 

        "Hi, Matt. I just wanted to take a moment to thank you for all that you do for the art community, and especially for aspiring artists like me. I was one of those people who always said "I can't draw" and I never thought I could learn. Three years ago I decided to give it a try. I found your site and your lessons have been invaluable. Today I have oil paintings hanging in our library, a local bank, our community center, and in a gallery. I will be exhibiting my work in two shows coming up next month. Our home is now filled with drawings and paintings I've done, and I look around in amazement to see what I've created. I couldn't have done it without your help. Thank you again, Matt. You've truly changed my life." -Judith

        "A Big Thank You" 

        "Hey Matt used this video today in my 2nd year art class, with ultimate lesson plan resources. OMG what a class it was!! What a joy it was to be able to give each student one on one while your videos clearly, concisely, eloquently and expertly explained the concepts. As a sculptor/crafter it’s great to stand on your shoulders for the art areas that aren’t my speciality. That’s a big thank you from Ireland!! You da’ man." -Naill
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